Technology-based Learning Tools in Medical Lab Sessions

Sir,

Student-learning through technology in medical schools has increased over time. Many medical institutions offer effective education using technological means. Many teaching methods have been adapted for the purpose, where learning is through technology focusing on understanding and application of the student’s knowledge and skills through active, there and then, online examination with prompt results declaration giving them their percentage evaluation in the taught topic. Likewise, in the laboratory sessions, a few of the disciplines, especially pharmacology and physiology, have adopted various tools to deliver different medical concepts effectively and diligently. The purpose of utility of technology in teaching is to develop interesting ways for student’s enhanced learning. These technology-based teaching methods include kahoot, model, and sketchy for more effective learning along with many other random programmes as design, gamification, social media, quizzes, blended learning, and available online learning resources. These methodologies are computer-based and hence, can enable us to obtain, store and review data on the systems effortlessly. At present, some teaching laboratories of different medical colleges in Pakistan are advanced to automation for the benefit of effective learning. Now, for laboratory sessions, any activity that uses computer programming for the record and retrieval of the data, helps to study the procedural outcome easily and is always available at the fingertip of the scientist. The practical works are accomplished through powerlab by connecting an instrument to the installed computer with a laboratory tutor or a laboratory diagram. The measured values are included in the powerlab software that creates various forms of graphics for better appreciation of the results. Powerlab is being used in frequently physiology and pharmacology laboratory sessions; and if biochemical analysis can also be done through these softwares, then innumerable results can be collected, stored and produced with their ample reflection in the test subjects effectively. This will require less time consumption and more precision and little training of the personnel handling it; while on the other hand, this will enhance capacity building, bringing swift and improved outcome for the betterment of mankind. Hence, e-learning is on the horizon and will produce the greater impact in lab teaching for the student’s attentiveness, interest and enthusiasm in terms of communication and information technologies.
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